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KJC Bullion - Registration Help Form

Easy 3 Step Process

Submitting your identification check to KJC cannot be any easier. If you are an Australian resident simply 
scan and email to KJC colour copies of a combination of the below identification as listed below in our easy 
three step process. (International clients will have to supply original noterised copies by mail)

1. Gather required identification.
2. Take photos or scan all identification  

(Front and back images of cards are required and all images must be in colour).
3. Submit your identification to KJC via email to bullion@kjc.com.au or by post to: 

KJC GPO BOX 825, Sydney NSW 2001 Australia.

Primary Identification
You must supply a minimum of one piece of primary identification. The options for primary identification 
include.

Drivers license Passport

Secondary Identification
You must supply a minimum of one piece of secondary identification. The options for secondary 
identification include.

Medicare card

Supporting Identification

Council rates

Phone billVehicle title or registration 

Water, gas of electricity bill Bank statement

You must supply a minimum of one piece of supporting identification only if you have not supplied a 
drivers license. The options for supporting identification include.
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KJC Bullion - Entity Help Form
If you are registering a company, SMSF or trust KJC require a current company extract report. This report is 
available from ASIC directly at www.asic.gov.au or KJC can run this report for you at a charge of $35.

See below for a sample report.


